For Hard drive, SSD, Memory, NIC, Add-on Card, Backplane, and Power Supply, etc., look for the PN QN label similar to the one below and provide the PN and QN in RMA request form

For Motherboard, look for the PN QN label similar to the one below and provide the PN and QN in RMA request form

For RAID Card, Backplane, PDB, Riser Card, and other controller boards, look for the PN QN label similar to the one below and provide the PN and QN in RMA request form

For Fan and Heatsink, look for the PN label similar to the one below and provide the PN in RMA request form

For Cable, look for the PN label similar to the one below and provide the PN in RMA request form

For CPU, provide the full Intel Model Number in RMA request form
For System Serial Number, look for the SN label similar to the ones below on the pull-out tag in front of the chassis.